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Introduction
Since the inception of Biochemistry Laboratory, the inventory management has been a manual process. This process involved a lot of material and manpower wastages as we have to manually
keep track of approximately 170 reagents and consumables. Some of the wastages were caused by transcription errors, lack of compliance, paper storage, duplicate entries, incomplete or no
audit trail and the laborious process of flipping through the files to input entries and to check balance before ordering.

The project aims to utilise the functions within excel to create a lean inventory management system to tackle challenges faced with paper based entries for the diverse range of items associated
with the proper functioning of the routine biochemistry analysers.

Methodology
A small team was formed to look into the issues faced with the inventory management system by adopting a lean six sigma DMAIC (Design, measure, analyse, improve, control)  methodology. 
At the end of the process, the team decided on a macro-enabled spreadsheet to replace the manual inventory system. 

Define
Identifying problems in 
the current processes

Measure
Reviewing current 
processes

Analyse
Investigate what can be extracted from the QR code 
unique to each item and appropriate programs for 
inventory management 

Improve
Brainstorm on what can 
be done to improve the 
processes

Control
Put end product in use and 
continuously review and 
improve the processes

Results
The new system has thus led to the following improvements in the inventory 
management:

1. Staff are able to reduce time required for processes involved in inventory 
management (Figure 5) and focus on other tasks at hand

2. Data from February 2019 shows that transcriptional errors accounts for 
18.8% of the monthly entries, with the new system in place, such issues are 
eliminated (Figure 6)

3. Departmental cost savings in terms of supplies used for manual system 
which are absent in the electronic system, such as files, paper, dividers, etc.

Conclusion
Inventory management has to do with keeping precise records of goods that are not only available but also viable for use on site. Through the lean six sigma approach, the team established a
new set of workflow to enhance performance and eliminate unprofitable activities for better organisation of the great multitude of items under our charge. The team continuously works on the
system to further improve and eliminate wastes generated as per the six sigma approach.

Before

• Manual records of “In” and “out” for each
item in their respective sheets

• Multiple erroneous entries due to illegible
handwriting

• Time consuming task of flipping through
the files to check for items which are low
in stock or expiring before ordering

Log in and Log out sheets
• Contain various logical functions which extract information, such as item name, reagent lot

and expiry date from the QR or barcode (Figure 4)
• Table filters allow for sorting of items for investigation or tracking purposes

Figure 4: Log out sheet for inventory excel sheet

Figure 3: Userform for logging in or out items

After

Userform (Figure 3)
• Ease of logging in and out of stock by

scanning the QR or barcode
• Essential information will populate in the

respective fields in either the log in page or
the log out page

Summary page (Figure 2)
• Provides details about stocks logged in and out and quantity at hand

• Easily keep track of the amount of stocks and gauge the amount to be
replenished

Figure 2: Summary page for inventory excel sheet

Figure 1: Manual inventory file and form
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Figure 5: Comparison of time taken between 
manual vs electronic systems
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Figure 6: Comparison of time taken between 
manual vs electronic systems


